E X P LO R AT I O N S

ArtWeek 2019
Helping “people access creativity
across the Commonwealth”
by nell porter brown

S

creenings fromThe 90-Second

Newbery Film Festival. A match-up
of poets and painters on Cape Cod.
Dancing along Malden’s bike trail.
And an afternoon of Spanish cuisine and
Flamenco performers in Cambridge. This
spring’s ArtWeek (April 25-May 6) offers
“creative experiences that do not happen
at any other time of the year,” says Susan
Dahling Sullivan, chief strategic officer of
the nonprofit Boch Center, producer of the
12-day annual event. “ArtWeek provides
people access to art and culture in new
ways. From hands-on art-making and demonstrations to panel discussions and performances—the week has something that
allows people to get closer to the creative
process themselves.”
ArtWeek began in 2013 (thanks to seed
money from ArtPlace America), with 25
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events in Boston. It has since grown to
encompass more than 100 partner organizations and 525 events in 130 communities
across the state. Says Sullivan, “The original idea was inspired by the popularity of
restaurant weeks, but not necessarily with
the same business model of offering meals
(or art) at discounted prices.”
It was also a response to research conducted by the National Endowment for the
Arts and LaPlaca Cohen (a firm that tracks

Last year, ArtWeek featured Airmen of
Note, the U.S. Air Force Jazz Band
(Franklin); Japanese folk dancing (Brookline); tours of a tiny house, from HGTV’s
Deek Diedricksen (Brockton); Rhythm
Dance Co. (Arlington); and “art in the
dark” projections on Boston Common.

trends and behaviors among cultural consumers) that reveals a shifting paradigm “in
terms of how people are engaging with the
P h o t o g r a p h s c o u r t e s y o f A r t We e k
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arts,” she explains. “Participation used to
be more of a passive activity: sit in a chair
and listen to a concert and go see an artexhibit opening. You wouldn’t hear the artists talk about their processes, or, going to a
play, you wouldn’t hear the cast and director talk about the show afterward.” Studies show that people are highly motivated

A L L I N A D AY :

to attend arts events by “having fun, and
learning and experiencing new things,” she
continues: the very definitions of culture are
widening to beyond the traditional genres of
ballet, opera, and painting, and now extend
to “community festivals, public art, and even
food and drinks.”
ArtWeek organizers welcome both tra-

ditional and unconventional art-making—
from gatherings with a social-justice and
community-building theme, like an all-ages,
all-abilities jogging event along “mural mile”
in Framingham, she says, to off-beat experiences of the kind provided by an artist who
fashioned instruments out of ice at the Faneuil Hall Frost Ice Loft (since closed) and

Spring Outings at Mass Audubon Sanctuaries

The Parker River N
 ational Wildlife Refuge stretches along the
coast of Plum Island, near Newburyport. In addition to prime
beach and walking territory for humans, the refuge’s 4,700 acres
provide diverse habitats, from dunes
and mudflats to marshlands, that are
especially important for birds.
Mass Audubon’s
nearby Joppa Flats
Education Center
holds events and
excursions that ex
plore these pre
cious ecosystems,
including “Falconry
& A Raptor Road
Trip,” on March 16.
The adventure is
led by Joppa Flats
school and youth education coordi
nator Lisa Hutchings, teacher-natu
ralist Jonathan Brooks, and falconer
Wendy Pavlicek, who also directs the
Burlington Science Center, part of that town’s public-school
system. She starts the day with a live birds-of-prey demonstra
tion, and will explain their habits and hunting, and share her own
experiences with these winged predators. That will be followed
by an expedition into the refuge in search of raptors.
Elsewhere, Mass Audubon hosts other early spring events,
such as the “Maple Sugaring” weekend (March 23-24) at Moose
Hill Wildlife Sanctuary, in Sharon, and at Brookwood Farm, in
the Canton section of the Blue Hills Reservation. Visitors use

traditional tools and learn the age-old method of tapping sap
from trees and boiling it into syrup.
At the Drumlin Farm Wildlife Sanctuary, in Lincoln, find out how
the sheep, goats, pigs, and other barnyard animals are readying to
emerge from winter. Or trek along the path at Bird Hill to see local
raptors and pheasants. Short trails also diverge to other points
across the 200-acre property, some with prime views of New
Hampshire’s Mount Monadnock, others with sightings of the
sanctuary’s white-tail
deer. On March 30,
the site hosts Woola
palooza. The annual
fiber festival features
the farm’s newest ani
mal babies, sheepshearing, works and
demonstrations by
local fiber artisans,
and hands-on activi
ties for kids.
For an evening
event open only to
those over 16, check
out “Timberdoodles
and Tapas,” at the
North River Wildlife
Sanctuary, in Marsh
field, on Boston’s
South Shore (April
6). Enjoy a Spanishstyle dinner, then
head outside to find an American woodcock (also known as a
timberdoodle, bogsucker, and mudbat) performing his buzzing
calls and elaborate and acrobatic aerial courtship display. “In
the evening,” according to timberdoodles.org, “males may sing
and fly for half an hour or longer, and when the moon is bright,
they may carry on through the night.”
v n . p. b .
Clockwise from top
left: Roam Plum Island
while learning about
falconry; visit the barn
or stroll at Drumlin
Farm Wildlife Sanctuary; or try traditional
maple sugaring at the
Moose Hill Wildlife
Sanctuary.
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then held a concert. Access and affordability
are high priorities, too: more than 60 percent
of ArtWeek events are free, and 90 percent are
either free or cost under $25.
This year’s complete schedule will be
posted online by April 1. But here’s a short
preview:
Malden Dance Mile (April 27) is a free,
collaborative “dance adventure” led by Monkeyhouse and OnStage Dance Company
along U.S. Bicycle Route 1. Performances,
choreographed community dancing, music,
and games are open to anyone, of any ability.
Those more interested in exploring meditative movement might try the Tai Chi and
Qi Gong Interactive Demonstration (May
4), at the Asian Crane Tai Chi studio in
Plymouth. The ancient Chinese disciplines,
with roots in the martial arts, offer wellness
benefits—and the graceful, supremely focused motions are beautiful to watch.
In South Yarmouth, the Cultural Center of Cape Cod hosts Mutual Muses XI:
A Marriage of Art and Poetry (April 17May 5). The exhibit offers synergistic works
generated by pairing 50 visual artists with
50 poets; each poet provides a poem, based
on which the artist creates a piece of visual
art, and vice versa. The resulting 100 “inspirations” and “responses” will be displayed,
and wall space and art supplies are provided as well, for visitors’ own imaginative reactions. The aim, says Sullivan, is to “help
people experience what it’s like to be part of
that collaboration, or to work across media.”
The annual, nationwide 90-Second Newbery Film Festival is a video-making project for which children and teenagers create
“offbeat, condensed versions of Newbery
Award-winning books.” The best entries,
along with other locally created videos, will
be screened at the Boston Public Library
on April 27, with guest filmmakers and cohosts/prize-winning authors James Kennedy (The Order of Odd Fish) and M.T. Anderson
(Feed, Octavian Nothing Saga).
Harvard’s own ArtsFirst Festival (May
2-5) happens to coincide with ArtWeek
this year, and itself offers scores of student
performances. Check the ArtWeek events
schedule for additional special activities
on campus, and especially at Harvard’s
museums.
Yet ArtWeek is not solely focused on literary, performing, and fine arts, Sullivan
asserts. “There are lots of definitions of
creativity. Forbes consistently reports that
creativity is among the most desirable tal-

ents that employers are looking for,” she
adds: it’s not hard to see how “creativity
is [implicit in] and impacts our daily personal and professional lives.” It plays a role, for
example, in parenting, friendships, marriag-
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Options in 2018 also included an open Bach
Cantata rehearsal (Boston), and artful
light shows (Great Barrington).

Magic OF SPRING IN HARVARD SQUARE
Friday

12pm – Check In
Roll up to the front drive and hand off
your keys to the doorman. Spring break
has officially begun!
5pm – Happy Hour
Reunite with old classmates and
professors over a cocktail (or two)
on the outdoor patio at Noir.
8pm – Room Service
Done socializing for the night? Enjoy
Henrietta’s Table cuisine in the comfort
of your own bathrobe, TV remote in hand.

Saturday

9am – Work Out
Jog along the thawing Charles River or
practice yoga at Wellbridge Athletic Club.
12pm – Brunch Away
Waffles. Mimosas. Red Flannel Hash.
Oh my!
6pm – Tickets Please?
Thankfully the concierge has tracked down
tickets for you to this evening’s sold out
A.R.T. performance.

Sunday

9am – Pamper Yourself
Forgo sleeping in for a pampering
massage at Corbu Spa & Salon.
1pm – Pack Up
Step out into the porte-cochère to
greet the valet. Take a deep breath of
that New England springtime air. You’re
rejuvenated and unstoppable.

BOOK YOUR HARVARD SQUARE GETAWAY

Now !

1 BENNETT STREET • CAMBRIDGE, MA • 800.882.1818 • CHARLESHOTEL.COM
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es, and in any other relationships requiring
dynamic negotiation and problem-solving.
It’s even an aspect of home-based projects
Howardena Pindell: What Remains To Be Seen, a traveling show at the Rose
like designing and planting a garden, decoArt Museum, reveals her ardent experimentation. Across a 50-year career, from fig
rating a bedroom, and cooking meals.
ural drawings and abstract paintings to conceptual works and photography, Pindell has
Honoring the culinary arts, Una Tarde
played with fantastical color schemes (as in Untitled #4D, below), delved into decon
En España (April 27, at Cambridge Center
structionism, and reveled in circles and serialized forms. Works of collaged strips of
for Adult Education) features sangria and
textiles—ripped, then re-sewn—are painted over. Some are embedded with texts,
Spanish fare, discussions with the chef, and
numbers, or surreal images; others are adorned
Flamenco music and dances performed by
Rose Art Museum
members of the Boston Arts Consort.
with glitter, talcum powder, and perfume. In her
www.brandeis.edu/rose
Through May 19
Creativity is also crucial, Sullivan says, to
New York City studio, Pindell has hole-punched
scientific and technical endeavthousands of paper dots that she
sprinkles or clumps onto canvases,
ors, and to any form of economylayering on acrylic or spray paint, to
enhancing innovations. From
create, by turns, raw textures and
dreaming up experimental modreamy, abstract, impressionistic
dalities
and writing
computer
Document1
11/20/03
11:51
Page
Document1 11/20/03 11:51
AM AMPage
1 1
depths.
code, to engineering and archiOther multimedia collages re
tectural feats and the commerflect both her world travels and her
cial application of research—all
social-justice causes. Her 1980
require vision, inspiration, and
filmed performance Free, White and
originality: just what she thinks
21 examines racism. It marked her
creativity means. “To think outreturn to work after a near-fatal car
side of the rules,” she summacrash, and an enduring resolve to
rizes. “An opportunity to make
create.
v n . p. b .
connections that are not obvious, to define and redefine, and,

Laying It On

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST AND ROSE ART MUSEUM

S TA F F P I C K :

ASSISTED
LIVING
RETIREMENT
COMMUNITY
ASSISTED
LIVING
RETIREMENT
COMMUNITY

Independent and Assisted Living
Specialized Memory Care

Here’swhat
whatpeople
peopleareare
Here’s
saying
aboutus.alumni
us.
What
do Harvard
saying
about
have in common?

Cadbury Commons
A Remarkable Senior Residence

Myra@leadingedgeagents.com
617.834.0838
Amy@leadingedgeagents.com
301.802.3284
16L

1888 Period Home: One-third acre nestled
on Hubbard Park Road, surrounded by
white and green gardens featured in
Horticulture Magazine. This renovated
Estate is less than a half mile from Harvard
Square in a quiet neighborhood. Over
7,200 sq ft of living space, with special
appointments including an elevator, top
of the line systems and a two-car garage.
$9,800,000
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Learn the art of floral
arrangements with Alice’s
Table (Boston), and that of
recipe-writing, with the
Diva of Delicious (Hawley);
or transform your look
with vintage clothes during
“Wear Your Raspberry
Beret” (Maynard).

constructively recycle them.
ArtWeek also taps into
fresh perspectives on cultural history. The
Massachusetts Historical Society, in Boston, has organized the exhibit “ ‘Can She Do
it?’ Massachusetts Debates a Woman’s Right
to Vote,” (April 26-September 21) and during ArtWeek, on April 29, hosts a reception
with guest curator Allison Lange, assistant

history professor at Went
worth Institute of Technology, who explains how
imagery was used to define
gender and power during
the suffrage movement.
Each year, ArtWeek draws more participating towns, organizations, and individuals, Sullivan says: “Everyone is seeing
the value of this designated time as a way
to help people access creativity across the
Commonwealth. Creativity is one of the
most important elements of a full life.”

kennardarchitects.com // (617) 292-8989 // Boston, MA 02127

at the other end of the spectrum, to experience joy and wonder and express ourselves
in different ways. Creativity captures the
past and allows you to envision a future.”
ArtWeek delves into physics, for example, in See the World Differently through
Kaleidoscope Sculptures (April 27), sited
next to Boston’s Christopher Columbus Waterfront Park. The ’scope art is hosted by
Beautiful Forms to See and explores technical facets of mirrored systems and light refraction, while offering nearly infinite, everchanging, mind-bending images. The project
is entrancing—while enhancing knowledge
of science, technology, engineering, art, and
math (known as STEAM).
A half-mile walk away, in the North End,
Changing Course (April 27-28) highlights
oceanic life and the impact of human-created pollution. Presented by Save the Harbor/
Save the Bay, the sculptures comprise 2,000
plastic drinking bottles collected from regional beaches and waterways that, when
strung together, depict “a powerful school
of fish swimming upstream against the tide
of plastics.” Creators aim to inspire people
to stop using plastic products or, at least,
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